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Introduction from the Editor

Hello and welcome to the September issue of Borderlines. My thanks for the feedback on the
first issue. I am delighted to say that everything in this second magazine I have either been
asked to include, like the contact details underneath, or has been contributed by members. I
was asked to print the bus times to Cardiff but as apparently the timetable is about to change in
October I thought it had better keep until the next Borderlines.  I would like to thank this month’s
contributors who have really done us proud. These include Alwyn Batley; Norma Baird-Murray;
Robert Bevan; Kay Coulson; Tony Hodges; John Lewis; Elizabeth Owens and Barbara Warner.
Please keep the material coming in, as this makes it a real community magazine.

Useful contact numbers
Chairman; Patsy Godfrey (01597 822512)

Vice Chairman and Group Coordinator : Jane Malvern (01597 823806)
Treasurer: John Lewis (01597 829321)

Membership/Committee secretary Ann Parkhouse (01597 823513)
Programme Secretary Mai Ellis (01597 822710)

Web Editor: Barbara Warner (01597 825592)
Borderlines Editor: Margaret Mason (01597 825365)

TheVirtual U3A

The Virtual U3A (vU3a), which went live in January 2009, is an online-only U3A, affiliated to the
Third Age Trust. One of its principal aims is to provide the U3A experience for those who are
rendered isolated in some way by circumstances or geography and unable to play a full part in a
terrestrial U3A. More information is available on the public website www.vu3a.org where one can
also apply for membership. Why not pay it a visit? And if you know of anyone who might benefit,
please pass the information on.

An Inviting Opportunity from HOST
People come from all over the world to study at universities in the UK. Apart from gaining academic
qualifications, they hope to immerse themselves in the life, language and culture of this country;
only to find that the university is not the best place to achieve this. The ‘real Britain’ is found outside
the campus, in towns and villages, and above all, in people’s homes. You can get to know what
makes a country tick by chatting to the natives, cooking and eating with them, asking their views,
and seeing their views when they take you to their favourite local places. And in sharing their own
culture with their hosts, students can make their countries come alive too. Hosting a student for
one weekend, or at Christmas, or just for a day, makes a personal and meaningful contribution to
international understanding and goodwill. U3A members make ideal hosts! If you would like to
know more, please visit www.hostuk.org, or call HOST’s local organiser in Wales, Lynette Chappin
on 02920 693903.

HOST is a national charity founded in 1987 by the British Council, the Victoria League and the
Foreign Office. Hosting students is a voluntary activity.

“To be able to fill leisure intelligently is the last product of civilisation”

(Bertrand Russell)

Isn’t that exactly what members of U3A are about? (Robert Bevan)



The Welsh History group have now reached the Industrial Revolution, so our trips have changed from
visiting castles to looking at examples of industrial archaeology. The photo below shows the group who
went to the Llywernog silver-lead mine near Ponterwyd. There was masses to see and do above ground as
there is a self - guided tour around the seven acre site. This Miners Trail encompassed a wide variety of
activities from exhibitions on mining history to a nature trail. As well as most of the old buildings there was
the remains of machinery such as working waterwheels. I rather liked the powder house, sensibly placed
well away from the rest of the mine. There was even a chance to go into an eighteenth century prospecting
tunnel, Balcombe’s Adit, where we were surprised to find a post box! Several people had opted to
concentrate on the above ground attractions and forego the underground trip, but so persuasive were the staff
that all of us went on the 45 minute trip into the mine. This was fascinating - the guide was friendly and very
knowledgeable. His enthusiasm for his subject was very infectious.

I do have two criticisms - firstly the exhibition notes were old and somewhat marked by water, making them
very difficult to read. The second is also watery -  we were told it would be fine to go down the mine in light
footwear, (as those who did not intend to go underground had not brought walking boots). It wasn’t - the
ground was wet and uneven, and some got very damp feet. That apart, it was an excellent day, well
organised , as always, by Group Leader Mary Davies.

The Welsh History Group at Llywernog silver-lead mine.

Left to right: Norma Baird Murray; Alwyn Batley; Richard Davies; Eileen Lewis; Mary Davies;
Barrie Finnemore; Pat Finnemore; Margaret Mason; Patsy Godfrey; and John Lewis.

Photograph: Norma Baird -Murray. Text : Margaret Mason.



U3A visit to Honfleur, Normandy in May 2011

We were a subdued gathering as we rendezvoused with the coach at 5.15 am. The hour was a shock to the
system, but it was pleasant to listen to the dawn chorus!
We headed for Folkestone, Eurotunnel was a first for many of us. We were glad to emerge from it some 40
minutes later into the French countryside. Everyone perked up, it seemed, as fields, lollipop trees and cows
flashed by. Not a sheep in sight.
As we approached nearer our destination the landscape became more lush and green as we now travelled
through valleys.
12+ hours after leaving Llandrindod we arrived at Honfleur and our hotel and base for the following 3
nights.
First impressions – Honfleur looked attractive and lived up to expectations. A large harbour surrounded by
many cafes and restaurants, mostly outdoors. Little tables with colourful umbrellas made for a very artistic
scene.

We had fun suddenly coming alive, walking and stretching our tired legs and deciding where to eat – spoilt
for choice.
Fish featured on most menus which was a popular option throughout our stay. One (who shall be nameless)
bravely ordered veal’s head in a vinaigrette sauce! It looked as bad as it sounded and was pushed around the
plate before returning to the kitchen.

Honfleur: the Lieutenancy



The highlight of the visit was a trip to Monet’s Garden at Giverny. We were blessed with brilliant sunshine
which made the garden look spectacular. A profusion of various colourful flowers including roses and iris.
As we admired the lily pond from the famous Japanese bridge featured in Monet’s paintings who should
appear in front of us but Monty Don and film crew! Some of us may well be in a future TV programme. Not
a weed or a gardener in sight although we did learn that a Liverpudlian had recently been appointed as Head
Gardener. A very prestigious post.

Later that day we headed for Rouen, famous for its cathedral and being the city where Joan of Arc was burned
at the stake for heresy in 1431.
During the 70’s the site where the burning took place was excavated as was a large surrounding area. A square
surrounded by beautiful period houses was created. In the centre a church was built in a sunken position
depicting an upturned boat with the roof outside representing fish scales made from slate and copper. The
church was named after Joan of Arc. It made a lasting impression on those of us who visited it – more so than
Rouen’s more famous cathedral.
Visits to Torville and Deauville were explored. No one was tempted by the casino in Torville though the loos
came in useful.
We all enjoyed our first U 3 A trip to foreign parts. The company was great. We laughed a great deal, usually
over food and the odd glass of wine.
Apart from the courier leaving her bag at Monet’s garden there were no major mishaps although there was a
hiccup at Talgarth on the return journey. ! o'clock in the morning and a passenger dropped off was unable to
recognise her car, which she had parked when outward bound!
Our thanks to Ann Parkhouse for arranging the trip. Where to next?

Text :Enid Shaw
Photographs: Tony Hodges.  Please look at the website for more of Tony’s gorgeous photographs.

The Japanese Garden: the lily ponds



Railway Reminiscences by Alwyn Batley

In the June edition of Borderlines Alwyn began his reminiscences of working for the Great Western
Railway, and of the men who were his colleagues

One of my favourite colleagues was Les Briggs, a man who had lost his wife at a very early age and
was left to bring up two little boys. He moved to Mountain Ash and lived with his sister-in-law and
her husband who helped to rear the boys. Winter evenings with Les were always pleasant.
Sometimes he would pop up to the fish and chip shop and we would have a fish and chip supper
in the office eating out of the paper in front of the Tortoise stove. Les was not very robust and on
Sundays he waited for me to arrive to help him with the barrow-loads of Sunday newspapers. At
least two barrows high, one filled with the News of the World, which I suppose tells you something
of the sociology of the village. They didn’t go much for the Sunday Times in Ceiber.
Some years later whilst on a day trip to Aberystwyth, ( the sun was shining, which was rare for my
trips to Aber) I saw Les sitting on a seat near the pier. He was spending a few days on his own in a
place he and his wife used to visit all those years ago.
“Can I get you something, Les ?” I asked “Come and have a coffee with me or anything you like”
“ Thank you,” said Les. “ I would like an icecream - a cornet please.”
Les died a few months after that meeting. Some men have a hard life but never complain and make
the most of their circumstances. Les Biggs was one of these.

Monty Jones was the porter on the High Level station. A tall, very smart, well-groomed gentleman
with his grey hair always immaculate and his clipped moustache. He was obviously well educated
and had been taken on during the war years, after an illness had made it impossible for him to
continue his previous occupation. I can’t remember what that was.
The relationship between Monty and Mr Pearce the stationmaster was rather aloof. I found out later
that they were both in the Home Guard at the same time, Monty the porter as an officer and Mr
Pearce as a private. Apparently parades were a bit of a problem. Rumour had it that when Monty
was the officer in charge of a parade, the stationmaster presented a note from Cardiff stating that he
had urgent railway duties to attend to on that day.
We had a number of pigeon fanciers and training the young birds was a regular Spring duty. Short
hops at first, then a little further. Monty weighs the baskets, stamps them ad takes them up on the
platform ready for the train. He forgets them – what now, for the next train would be too late? He
looks at the timetable, lets them go, marks the label – weather fine and the time of release. The next
day the fancier comes up to send the birds off further. “Good ones this year, Monty, they go like
rockets.” It was only then that Monty realised he had not added sufficient time for the birds to fly
back to the home loft from about 30 miles away! Be sure your sins will find you out!
Racing pigeons were one of the miners’ pastimes and there was great rivalry between the two
racing clubs I the village. North Federation  flew north, to Scotland and even the Faroe Islands, and
South Road which flew to the continent. I think Barcelona was the furthest point I can remember.

The Chief Clerk was an old man, a very gentle person, who mumbled and was not very efficient in
his duties. One of the things I remember was his filing system, which consisted of a series of lengths
of fencing wire cut to certain length and curled at the bottom. One wire for inwards goods wagon
labels, another for inwards correspondence, memos and letters going out, circulars etc. when the
wires became full, you just undid the bottom and out the contents up to a certain length into the
waste paper sack.
“Well, look at this , Ted” he says to the Goods Porter, asking for a reply to the letter, etc. “We haven’t
seen it, have we?”
No wonder, it was in the waste paper sack.



The Garden in the Clouds by Antony Woodward

Recommended by Kay Coulson

Antony Woodward moved from London to a hilltop farm near Abergavenny to fulfil a dream of living
in the country. Nothing unusual in that but he bought a neglected property around 1500ft above sea
level and decided he wanted to create a garden that would be included in the National Garden Scheme’s
Yellow Book. There are many trials and tribulations – some which you probably cannot imagine – as he
sets about this. It takes a great deal of dogged determination, not to say sheer pig-headedness but it
makes a very enthralling and entertaining read. At times laugh-aloud funny, at times moving, the book
gives a good feel of life in the country around the Welsh border, with local interest. This was the book for
May at the U3A Book Group and was enjoyed by all who attended the group that day. Give it a try. You
will not be disappointed.

The Game of Kings by Dorothy Dunnett

Recommended by Margaret Mason

My criteria for a good holiday read are as follows;-
· It must be long. I do not want to finish it on the journey.
· It must be gripping. I want a story that will keep me engrossed
· It must be intelligent and well written.

The Game of Kings has all this and more. It is an exciting , fast moving tale of Scotland in the 16th
century. Incredibly well researched, the characters leap off the page. The story tells of Sybilla Crawford
and her two sons, Richard and Francis. Richard, Baron Culter, is steadfast, trustworthy and practical.
Francis is his complete antithesis – mercurial, enchanting and a fallen angel. Francis is outlawed,
condemned as an English spy. After 2 years on the French Galleys, Francis Crawford comes back…

Reading Recommendations
These were the winning (only!) entries in the Summer Reading Competition. Barbara Warner added her own
choice to the website, and I have included this as well as the three together give a good balance.

Alicia's Gift by Jessica Duchen
Recommended by Barbara Warner

An unusual and absorbing story about the Bradley family - Guy, Kate and their children Adrian and Alicia,
a talented musician - in a contemporary setting. It explores the effect of this gifted child on all their lives:
Kate whose commitment to develop and manage Alicia's talents to the exclusion of everything else; Guy and
Adrian who react in their own ways to feeling neglected; and Alicia herself as she develops both as a
musician and from a girl to a young woman. Their many secrets and lies finally emerge in an emotional
climax...

The story is easy to read yet totally absorbing and thought provoking. The characters are credible, the family
relationships are explored sensitively whilst the author's own musical background lends authenticity and
interest.



The radiant bride enters – so beautiful,
Comfortable, confident, on her father’s arm.
Two brothers stand close, fraternal bond with charm
The groom awaits his true love, so proud and tall.
Side by side, their hearts entwined for all to see,
Reflecting their families unconditional love.
Parents, grandparents, siblings, so elegant and proud
Supportive and generous with love.

This place of Faith for thanksgiving, praise,
Supplication, promises and prayers.
Their Holy vows and prayers mingle with others,
Through centuries of weddings, funerals,
coronations.
The Abbey now an arbour, fresh and pure.
Smiling clerics welcome guests in best attire.
Musicians, choristers, beefeaters play their part,
As do the band of dutiful maids and pages

Bride and groom leave this time-honoured place
Confidently; joyous in close harmony.
To a strong outpouring of love from people,
Fanning throughout the land and beyond.
Both families enriched by one more special member,
Our dear sovereign Elizabeth, delighted, relaxed;
A marriage of love for her beloved grandson,
As all four parents would have been.
The continuity of the Royal Line assured.

 Elizabeth Owens,May 2011

The main purpose of this note is to educate members in the complex matter of taxation
Most people think that the new 20% vat rate means they pay  20% extra, on every item they
purchase.  What most people seem to forget, or indeed do not realise is Vat is paid with  TAXED
MONEY.

Consider when an item costing £4000 is to be bought.

1  In order to have £4000 in your pocket, you must first earn£5000, which is taxed at 20% to leave
you with the £4000 in your pocket.

2  Now any item must pay 20% Vat these days, so the Vat at 20% on a £4000 item would be £800.
So one must have another £800 in ones pocket to pay the Vat.

3    In order to have £800 to pay the Vat, one must earn £1000 which is taxed at 20% to leave £800
in your pocket to pay the £800 Vat.

4    So to consolidate what we have learned so far, to buy a £4000 item, one must earn £5000
before tax for the item, and then £1000 before tax to pay for the Vat.  This means one has to earn
£6000 before tax to pay for an item which supposedly costs £4000.

5     This is of course not the end of the story.  Most working people pay NI  the government’s health
tax, which is supposed to be used to pay for health problems in old age.  This is levied at 11%, if
one is working.

6  If NI at 11% was applied to £6000 it would of course come to £660.

     So finally, the cost of buying a £4000 item would be a staggering £6660 before the initial tax, the
Vat and the NI (tax) are applied.

 7  This £2660 more than £4000 is about  66% over the cost of the item, and is the true cost of
nearly every item we buy.

Family Wedding in Westminster Abbey


